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Governance as a key process 

 Over the last few years, the governance process has 
generated a growing interest by the microfinance 
industry 

 Among others aspects, I would like to focus on 3 
aspects that require our attention to understand these 
peculiarities and analyze them through (hopefully) very 
practical approach: 

1. Social governance 

2. Information Flow 

3. Credit Products 
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1. Social Governance 
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What’s the difference with “ordinary Governance” 

 The difference lies in an adjusted concept of risk 
management and its responsibilities in microfinance 

 Internationally and according to the Basel Committee’s 
directives, a risk is defined as the probability of incurring 
in losses 

 These losses can be measured objectively, in order to quantify 
the necessary financial support (capital adequacy) 

 In microfinance, the concept should change to “the 
probability of incurring into financial and social losses” 
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Financial and social losses 

 If financial inefficiencies are losses, some examples of 
social inefficiencies could include: 

 Behavior that hurts our clients and staff 

 Drifting from our institutional objectives in terms of outreach 
(mission drift) 

 Diverting from our goals with regards to quality, increasing 
costs for our clients or reducing certain aspects of our service 
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Social strategy & social Indicators: governance? 

Profitability 

ROE 

15% ROE of 2018 

Financial return 

Financial inclusion 

Value for shareholders 

# of banked clients 

2.000 banked clients in 2018 

Social return 
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The challenge of social governance 

 The real challenge is: who should be responsible for this 
“adjusted” risk management? 

 On one hand, financial inefficiencies (almost) speak for 
themselves and the risk management process is led by 
expert professionals 

 On the other, social losses require a continuous 
redefinition, defense and evolving commitment by the 
Board 
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Examples 

 1st example: 
The CEO presents a proposal to venture into a new market with 
a loan product. These are larger loans, not aimed to the MFI’s 
normal target, which are rural women 

 
 2nd example: 
The CEO presents a proposal to increase the asset interest rate 
by 200 basis points, in order to cover the increase in arrears. 
The CEO also presents a market study, which shows that the 
MFI would still be highly competitive in the market 
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Specific recommendations 

1. Double Bottom Line: 
 The conventional response is the composition of the Board; 

balance people with financial and social focus within the Board.  
 Careful with the ”sweet and sour pork” 

 

 Recommendations: 
 Each Board member needs to personally align his financial and 

social “soul”, otherwise the recipe won’t work! 

 The capacity to understand numbers and data is essential for 
all Board members (especially for Cooperatives!) 
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2. Information Flow 
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Information flow 

 There is a direct relationship between the quality of 
information and  the governance, especially in the case 
of microfinance 

 We could evaluate an institution just by analyzing the 
main Information flows (what information flows to the 
CEO; what information flows to the Board) 
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A real 
example of 
a Credit 
Union: 
2017, 
presentatio
n to the 
Board 
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2017: Good Growth... well done!

Total Assets
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The Reality 
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What information, against what, how is it 
presented? 
 Define which indicators are required 

 Define who presents them (independence) / Who signs 
for them 

 Define against what the are measured (projections, 
limits, periods?) 

 Define the format in which they are presented 

 

The more the members are not “financially educated”, the 
more the reality can be distorted 
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3. Credit Products: The Choice 
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Background: Credit unions in Latin America (problems and 
numbers) 

 A common problem of many credit unions is to isolate 
the number of active borrowers from its active members 
(just member + deposit holder + borrower) 

 For this reason, I will present data from a small 
investigation I carried out in Honduras, Ecuador and 
Perú, based on a total of 10 cooperatives 
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10 credit unions (1 in Perú, 4 in Ecuador, 5 in 
Honduras) 
Average Results: 

 Average term of the loan portfolio: 30 months 

 Average longest term of the loan portfolio: 63 months 

 Average participation of loans for housing: 5% 

 Average participation of loans for working capital: 85% 

 Average term of deposits: 9 months 
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What is wrong with these people? 

 Can we finance working capital through loans with terms 
of 30 months? 

 I am not sure, but I feel not even the best shop in Luxembourg 
buys 30 months stock! Can you imagine a small shop in 
Honduras… 
 

 Can we finance loans with terms of 60 months with 9 
month deposits? 
 

WHY DOES IT HAPPEN… (and it is more often than we 
think)? 
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The problem is governance… again! 

 Have you ever asked a member of a credit union what 
he would like? The answer is: more money, less 
payment… 
 

 Have you ever asked to the CEO of the credit union 
what he would like? The answer is growth! More 
borrowers? Yes, but if it is not possible, just more 
portfolio! 
 

 Longer loan terms  is the result… members are happy, 
numbers are good (in the short-term) 
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Recommendations 

 Sometimes, we need external help… because our 
governance structure is not helping enough! A good 
governance also means understanding our weaknesses 
and facing them with critical inputs 
 

 Be careful: it is not only a problem of credit unions… 
Sometimes it is the CEO, who is telling the Board that 
this is the right strategy 
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Two Final Recommendations 
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Self-assessment  

 It is one of the most powerful tools for the development 
of governance, but it is very difficult to find real (not 
formal) mechanisms for the self-evaluation of a Board. 
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Watch yourself from consultants! 

Institutional history 
 “Governance doesn’t forget”. The current governance 

process is a reflection of institutional history 
 Understanding the reasons that form the basis of the current 

governance process is a “compulsory walk in institutional history” for 
all institutions that wish to work on this aspect. 

 Careful: regardless of what is found during the analysis of this 
process, respect the current situation 
 It may be that it does not conform with best practices, or that instances of 

deprivation of rights or obligations exist but this is a delicate process that 
needs to be managed with a lot of care! 

 Those that want to “quickly heal the situations” expose the 
MFI to much greater damage! 
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Thank you! 
 

Giovanni Calvi Parisetti 

gcalvi@pragmatiqus.com  

Cel. +593 9910 62279 
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